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ActiveLink™ All-in-One Cargo Solution

The ActiveLink system allows you to quickly attach and 

detach cargo accessories without the hassle of getting 

under the vehicle to remove the shank.

Simply install the ActiveLink shank once, and you can 

easily swap out accessories as needed. No more 

hunkering under the vehicle to fiddle with grimy 

components or tediously line up the hitch pin holes.

One System. Multiple Accessories
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ActiveLink™ All-in-One Cargo Solution

Click. Load. Go!

1. Install ActiveLink shank 

once into your hitch receiver
2. Snap your ActiveLink 

accessory of choice into the shank

3. Easily swap out accessories with 

hassle-free pin and clip. No tools required.
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Aluminum Tray-Style Bike Rack #18088

 Padded arms and tray-style cradles keep 

bikes fully secure with 3 contact points

 Zero frame contact to avoid nicks and scratches

 Molded cradles accommodate 

different bike tire diameters

 Highly adjustable to fit various bike 

sizes and styles, including e-bikes

 Ratcheting arms nest below tray for 

more compact storage and easy handling

 Safety trigger latch in handle 

eliminates unintended release
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Aluminum Tray-Style Bike Rack #18088
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Steel Tray-Style Bike Racks

 Tray-style arms provide three points 

of contact to keep bikes fully secure

 Ratcheting arms lock down onto the 

frames and will not loosen during travel

 Key-operated ratchets also deter theft 

while the vehicle is left unattended

 Highly adjustable arms easily 

fits various bike sizes and styles

 Tray-style design allows for easy 

loading and unloading of bikes

 Protected by a durable 

black powder coat finish

2-bike

4-bike
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Tray-Style Bike Rack Cradles for Fat Tires #18091

 4-7/8" inside width accepts 

most types of fat bike tires

 Add-on cradles are designed 

to replace existing cradles
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Standard Hitch-Mounted Bike Racks

 Adapter sleeve allows mounting 

on either 1-1/4” or 2” receiver tube

 Adjustable rubber cradles 

will not scratch bike frames

 Tilts away for convenient 

rear vehicle access

 Arms fold down when not 

in use for compact storage

 Threaded anti-wobble shank helps

prevent bikes from swaying during travel

 Protected by a durable 

black powder coat finish

4-bikeExtendable

2-bike3-bike
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Premium Hitch-Mounted Bike Racks

 Tapered arms accommodate multiple 

bike sizes, including kids’ bikes

 Adjustable rubber cradles 

will not scratch bike frames

 Tilts away for convenient 

rear vehicle access

 Arms fold down when not 

in use for compact storage

 Threaded anti-wobble shank prevents 

bikes from swaying during travel

 Built-in reflectors for added safety

 Protected by a durable 

black powder coat finish
3-bike 4-bike 5-bike
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Clamp-On Bike Rack #18013

 Clamps onto a 2” x 2” ball mount 

shank (ball mount not included)

 Securely holds up to three bikes 

with a max weight capacity of 135 lbs.

 Adjustable rubber cradles 

will not scratch bike frames

 Easily accessible release handle allows 

for fast installation and removal

 Safety latch helps prevents pinching 

and collapse when removing from shank

 Arms fold down when not 

in use for compact storage

 Built-in reflectors for added safety

 Protected by a durable 

black powder coat finish
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Aluminum Cargo Carrier with Ramp #18112

 Double-folding ramp for ergonomic 

operation and less wind resistance

 Threaded anti-rattle shank to 

resist sway and suppress noise

 Non-skid ridges provide enhanced traction 

when moving up or down the ramp

 Built-in reflectors add 

visibility for increased safety

 8-bolt assembly for fast, easy installation

 Mounts onto any 2" x 2" receiver tube opening

 Fully welded aluminum construction 

with durable carbide powder coat finish

 50” x 30-1/2” x 4”
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Aluminum Cargo Carrier with Ramp #18112

 Three-position ramp can be extended, 

folded vertically or stowed in the carrier

Extended for easier loading of snow 

plows, scooters and other heavy cargo

Folded in half vertically for travel; half-fold 

creates less wind resistance and drag

Folded up and stowed in the 

cargo carrier for compact storage
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Aluminum Basket-Style Cargo Carrier #18113

 Weighs only 25 lbs. for easy moving 

and handling (500-lb. capacity)

 One-piece, welded aluminum 

basket with durable E-coat finish

 Built-in reflectors add 

visibility for increased safety

 4-bolt assembly for 

fast, easy installation

 Mounts onto any 2" x 2" 

receiver tube opening

 49” x 22-1/2” x 4”
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Basket-Style Cargo Carriers

 6” tall sides keep items 

more secure during travel

 Constructed from 

heavy-duty, tubular steel

 Mesh base for easy cleanup

 Built-in reflectors add 

visibility for increased safety

 Protected by a highly durable E-coat 

and carbide black powder coat finish

 Folding shank and angled shank 

options available
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Tray-Style Cargo Carriers

 Easily bolts together for quick assembly

 Folding shank and angled shank 

options available

 Mesh base for easy cleanup

 Protected by a highly durable E-coat

and carbide black powder coat finish

 #18100 is constructed from lightweight aluminum 

(shank made from powder-coated steel)

#18100
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Auxiliary LED Indicator Lights #53201

 For increased safety on 

cargo carriers or bike racks

 Double row of LEDs in each strip correspond 

with brake, turn and running lights

 Industry-standard 4-way flat 

connector for quick installation

 3M adhesive backing for 

secure, convenient mounting

 Durable, waterproof construction 

for lasting weather resistance
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Weather-Resistant Cargo Bags

 Keeps cargo protected from water, 

dirt, wind damage and more

 Made from thick, 500 x 500 

denier, UV-resistant vinyl

 Features welded seams 

to be truly waterproof

 Zip closure with hook-and-loop 

flap keeps inside completely dry

 Zippers feature large 

holes to accept a padlock

 Tie-down straps securely 

attach to cargo carrier frame

 Available to fit basket-style 

and roof rack cargo carriers
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Cargo Nets

 Secures cargo from 

dislodging during travel

 Provides more reliable 

security than bungee cords

 Attachment hooks feature 

holes for easy handling

 Elastic netting fits 

over a variety of cargo
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Roof Rack Cargo Carrier

 Frees up space inside the vehicle 

for passengers and cargo

 Mounts to most roof rack base rails

 Lightweight and easy to install 

with included mounting brackets

 Two-piece design easily bolts 

together for quick assembly

 Protected by a durable E-coat and 

carbide black powder coat finish

Roof rack #18115

Extension only #18117
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Roof Rack Crossbars #18118

 Lightweight, E-coated aluminum construction 

(150-lb. capacity)

 Adjustable, universal design mounts 

to roof side rails with up to 50" span

 Rubber-coated clamps quickly 

secure with no tools required

 Integrated rubber strip on top of bars 

to protect and help secure cargo

 Sleek, oval-shaped cross bars to 

match the OE style of modern vehicles

 Compatible with CURT roof rack 

cargo carrier and kayak racks
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Roof Rack Kayak Holders #18320

 Lightweight aluminum 

construction with 75-lb. capacity

 Rotating arms pivot to fit 

virtually any size kayak

 Notched pivot points for 

precise positioning and locking

 Universal brackets mount on any roof 

rack crossbars with no tools required

 Foam padding protects kayak 

from scuffs and scratches

 Straps loop around the kayak for secure travel

 Arms fold up in seconds for 

convenient, compact storage
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Universal Truck Bed Extender #18325

 Universal design fits most full-size truck

beds, including short and long beds

 Innovative pin-latch system for fast 

installation and removal as needed

 No drilling or bed modifications required

 Extends 6-1/2' beds to 8-1/2' and 8' beds to over 10'

 Adds 26-1/2" to overall truck bed length

(26-1/2" x 58-3/4" x 19-3/4" I.D.)

 Compatible with most tonneau covers

 Strong tubular steel construction with 

durable carbide black powder coat finish

 Limited lifetime warranty (one-year finish, one-year parts)
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Universal Truck Bed Extender #18325

 Unique advantages of the CURT truck bed extender

Folding tailgate for easier cargo 

access, no flip-up required

Squared off corners maximize cargo 

space, unlike rounded models

3-piece design easily breaks 

down for compact storage



Seat Defender™ Removable Seat Covers

 Use-as-needed, universal design 

with dual-layer, non-skid protection

 Fast and easy to install, 

remove, clean and store

 Thermoplastic rubber grips the seat, 

providing added comfort and safety

 Woven 600-denier terylene

fabric blocks spills, dirt and more

 100% waterproof and machine 

washable (air dry recommended)

 Allows for side airbag deployment

 Maintains seat belt access for safety
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Seat Defender™ Seat Covers

 XL bench seat model designed to fit 

larger bench seats in full-size trucks

 Cargo area blanket for picnics, sporting 

events, work under the car and more

CARGO MANAGEMENT
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ATV Cargo Carrier #18101

 Universal design fits 

most ATV cargo racks

 6" tall sides keep items 

more secure during travel

 Lightweight for easy 

installation and use

 Mesh base for easy cleanup

 Constructed from 

heavy-duty, tubular steel

 Protected by a highly durable E-coat 

and carbide black powder coat finish

 Includes universal mounting hardware
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Cargo Straps

 Perfect for securing cargo in 

trailers, truck beds and more

 Cambuckle mechanism allows 

for direct tension on lighter loads

 Ratchet mechanism allows for 

greater tension on heavy loads

 Straps constructed from high-

strength, woven nylon

 Cinching components protected by 

a durable yellow zinc-plated finish
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Limited Lifetime Warranty

 CURT provides limited lifetime warranty coverage against 

defects in factory workmanship and materials for CURT 

products sold by authorized CURT dealers for use by retail 

(end use) consumers.

 https://storage.googleapis.com/curt-group-

warranties/CURT_Warranty_2018.02.09.pdf

https://storage.googleapis.com/curt-group-warranties/CURT_Warranty_2018.02.09.pdf
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